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ABSTRACT It is shown that, within L(R), the smallest inner
model of set theory containing the reals, the axiom of determinacy
is equivalent to the existence of arbitrarily large cardinals below
0 with the strong partition property K -X (C)K.
STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
Section 1.1. The axiom of determinacy (AD) is the assertion
that every two-person perfect-information infinite game on the
integers is determined. It has been proposed as a new strong
axiom of set theory that the AD holds in the smallest inner model
of ZF containing the set of reals R, denoted by L(R). An ex-
tensive theory of the structure of L(R) has been developed over
the years under the hypothesis that L(R) I AD, and it appears
at this stage that ZF + AD + V = L(R) behaves as a "complete"
theory of the inner model L(R) in the same sense that ZF + V
= L appears as a "complete" theory of Godel's constructible
universe L.
The study of the structure of L(R) basically reduces to the
study of two seemingly unrelated aspects: (i) the "descriptive"
set theoretic-i.e., the study of the sets of reals in L(R)-and
(ii) the "pure" set theoretic-i.e., the study of cardinals in L(R).
Since nothing novel happens above the cardinal 0 of the con-
tinuum-i. e., the supremum of the ordinals onto which we can
map R-it is enough to restrict ourselves to cardinals below 0.
One of the most fascinating phenomena discovered in the
course of the study of L(R) under the AD is the extremely close
interrelationship that exists between the above two aspects. Over
and over again, problems about the structure of cardinals are
resolved by connecting them to problems about sets of reals and
applying descriptive set theoretic methods. And vice versa,
questions in descriptive set theory have been attacked by using
set theoretic methods involving infinitary combinatorics, ultra-
products, etc.
The basic hypothesis in this study-namely, the AD-is clearly
an assertion concerning the descriptive set theoretic element of
L(R). Our main result establishes a purely set theoretic equiv-
alent formulation of this hypothesis. Before we state it, we recall
the following standard notation from the theory of partition
properties: For each set of ordinals H and each ordinal A, we let
[H]A be the set of all increasing A sequences from H. Now, for
cardinals A ' K, A < K, K -* (K), means that, for every partition
F:[K]A - , there is a set H C K of cardinality K that is ho-
mogeneous for F; i.e., F [ [H]A is constant. We say that K has
the strong partition property if K -* (K)K, V A<K K.
We now have
THEOREM 1. Assume ZF + DC. Then, the following are
equivalent.
(i) L(R) L AD;
(ii) L(R) F V A < 0 3 K (K > A A K has the strong partition
property).
(One can also add to i and ii the equivalent iii L(R) F V A < 0
3 K[K> AAK -4(K)2]2
It has been already shown by Kechris et al. (1) that ZF + DC
+ ADXV A <033K (K> AA K has the strong partition prop-
erty). The question of whether the converse also holds in L(R)
was also first explicitly stated in that paper.
As is customary in descriptive set theory, we identify the set
of reals R with the space cl) of all infinite sequences from w =
{0, 1, 2, . . .}. Recall now that a set A C R is called A-Souslin,
for A an ordinal, if there is a tree T on w x A such thatA = p[T]
= {a E R:3 f EAZ Vn(a [ n, f r n) E T}, and A is called
Souslin if it is A-Souslin for some A. (We follow here and below
common terminology and notation in descriptive set theory; see
ref. 2; in particular variables a, 13, y, and 8 vary always over R).
In ref. 1, it is proved, again in ZF + DC, that if V A < 0 3 K
[A K AK
-AK(K)2], then every Souslin set of reals is deter-
mined. Thus, Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of
THEOREM 2. Assume ZF + DC. Then, the following are
equivalent:
(i) L(R) = AD(ii) L(R) l= every Souslin set of reals is determined.
The proof of Theorem 2 relies heavily on the work of Steel
(3), which analyzes the propagation of the scale property in L(R),
using the fine structure of this inner model. Also, in the proof
of Theorem 2 as well as of Theorems 3 and 4 below, essential
use is made of a technique of Martin (4) for handling finite strings
of alternating quantifiers over R via iterated products of the
Martin measure on the Turing degrees.
There are several strengthenings and corollaries of the pre-
ceding theorems. For instance, in Theorem 2, we can weaken
ii as follows: Call a point class F reasonable if it is closed under
A, V, bounded number quantification, continuous substitu-
tions and 3" or V" and is R parametrized. We abbreviate by r
determinacy the statement that every set of reals in F is de-
termined. Then, we have that the following are equivalent in
ZF + DC:
(i) L(R) I= AD(ii) L(R) I for every reasonable r with the scale property, r
determinacy holds.
The following is also an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.
COROLLARY. Assume ZF + DC. If there is a cardinal K with
K 2 01(R) and K -> (K)K or even Ka- (K)2, V A < eL(R), then L(R)
I AD. In particular,
Con(ZF + DC + 3 K 2 0L(R) [K-- (K)2])
=> Con(ZF + DC + AD).
Note that in the above K is assumed to have the partition
property in the universe, not necessarily in L(R). Conceivably,
this result could be used to demonstrate the consistency of ZF
Abbreviation: AD, axiom of determinacy.
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+ DC + AD from appropriate large cardinal assumptions.
We describe next a corollary concerning the relativization of
partition properties to L(R).
COROLLARY. Let a be one of the statements (i) V A < 3
[K> kA it < K, K-* (K)K] or (ii)VA <03 K[A> KA
K-k (K)']. Then, assumingZF + DC, orrelativizes toL(R)-i.e.,,,a C(L(R),Also, L(R) F r, f> V t < wl [wi (wl)- ]
Finally, we have the following rather curious reflection prop-
erty of L(R): Assume ZF + DC + V = L(R). Let rO = least sta-
ble (modulo R) ordinal-i.e., the least {with Lf(R) L(R). If
K -- (K)9 °for some K 2 (O7, then there are many small cardinals
A < K (e.g., A = col) satisfying the strong partition property and
also arbitrarily large below 0 cardinals with the strong partition
property.
Section 1.2. The key new tool in the proof of Theorem 2.(and
thus Theorem 1) is a "transfer" theorem of the form (in ZF +
DC) rl determinacy r[a determinacy, where ri, r2 are point-
classes with appropriate properties and interrelationships, and
r2 is "much bigger" than rF. A basic instance of this type of
theorem will be stated below after we establish some notation.
Let, for.each pointclass r, a (r) be defined inductively on n
by letting
(r) = all projections of Boolean combinations of sets in r,
H* (r) all ZV (r),
n*+i (r) IH (r).
A typical for our purposes example of such a r is the pointclass
IND- of all inductive sets on the structure of the continuum. In
this case, we just write £* = £* (IND), etc. We now have
THEOREM 3. Assume ZF + DC. Let r be a pointclass closed
under continuous substitutions, A, V, 3R, VR. If r has the
prewell-ordering and uniformization properties, then, forA =
r[ n t(the ambiguous part of r), we have A determinacy >
£ (F) determinacy, V n.
COROLLARY. Assume ZF + DC. Then,
HYP determinacy a E* determinacy, V n,
where HYP = the class of hyperprojective sets.
Harrington (5) and D. A. Martin (personal communication)
have shown in ZF + DC,
HIl
<
(con V
Abbreviate for convenience
Mn= Eon - HI.
Let 9 be the game quantifier (on A) and for any point class r
let Er = {9 aA(x,a):A E r} and inductively 9 = r,9m+lr
= 9[9m(r)]. Another instance of our "transfer" theorem pro-
vides-a generalization of the Harrington-Martin result to all even
levels of the projective hierarchy.
THEOREM 4. Assume ZF + DC. Then, for k 2 1,
A' .determinacy <4 92k-lMn determinacy, Vn.
For instance, if k = 1, this says that, in ZF + DC,
A2 determinacy <* 9M,, determinacy, V n.
In particular, combining this result with the main theorem of
Martin (6), we see that in ZFC,
3 iterablej:V& -* VA => DM, determinacy, V n.
IH determinacy, the Harrington-Martin result is basically best
possible. Similarly, Theorem 4 is basically best possible.
We do not know at this stage whether Theorem 4 extends to
odd levels (bigger than 1) or whether our techniques can be used
to give a different proof of the Harrington-Martin theorem-
the only known proof goes through the theory of sharps while
our methods are direct and "purely" descriptive theoretic.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We start with the proof of Theorem 3, since it will be used in
the proof of Theorem 2.
Assume A determinacy below. Let A C R X R be a * (F)
game, say n = 2 for notational simplicity. Thus,
A(a,f3) < 3 'yV 8[R(a,43,y,8) V'S(a,p, y,8)],
where R E r and S E t. Let
P(i,x) < [i = OA R(x)] V [i #OA i S(x)].
So P E r. Let p:P) K be a rnorm on P. Note that K is limit
and confinality (K) > Co, since otherwise P is in A and there is
nothing to prove. For 4 < K, let Re(x) < (p(O,x) < 4, Se(x) * m
[(p(l,x) < 4], so that R = UIRI, S = nf Seand t < q by Rf 5
R,q A So D S where in this section only ordinal variables 4, i
vary over orcinals less than K. Thus,
A(a,3) <*-3 y V 8[3 4 Re(a,4,y,8) V V 4 Se(a43,y,8)].
Leta denote a strategy for player 1, Tbe a strategy for player
2, a * P3 be the play of 1 following o when 2 plays P3, and v * a
be the play of 2 following X when 1 plays a. Then, assuming A
is not determined, toward a contradiction, we have
V cr,T 3 a,3[A(a, * a) A A(r * /,/)],
or explicitly
V oT3 a,{3 yV 8[3 4:Re(a,* a, y,8)
VV4:Se(ar* a,y,8)]AV y 3 8[V4:
m Re(o * f/34,, y,8) A 3 mI Sf(o.* P3,Py,)]}.
Below, we use the letters c, d, e, .-. .to denote Turing de-
grees. Let c ' d be the usual partial ordering on the Turing de-
grees induced by the Turing reducibility y CT 8 between reals,
and let y ' d mean y CT 8 for any 8 of -degree d. Finally, ab-
breviate
V*c P(c) 3 coV c 2 coP(c)
4* P(c) holds on a cone of degrees.
Then, it is easy to check that
3 yV8P(y,8) V*cV*d3 y cV8.dP(y,8)
and
V y 3 A P(y,8) t V* cV* dvy c 3 8 dP(y,8).
Using these formulas, we conclude from the preceding para-
graph that the following holds:
V ,r3 a4,3{V* cV* d(3 y cV8
s d[3 4 Re(a, * a,y,8) V V 4 Sf(a,T * a,y,8)] A V y
s c 3 8s d[V :--I R (cy* ,43,yI)
The classes 9M, are substantially-bigger than X but still well
within A3.
Since (.2 + 1 - HI determinacy) proves the consistency of
A 3 4-n Se(of* i3,Py,8)])}.
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Call the formula inside { }I(D.
Fix now a real x E R. By a simple Skolem-Lowenheim ar-
gument, find a countable set M C R that contains x, is closed
under the pairingfunction (x,y) -* x (D = {x(0),y(0),x(1),y(1), .}
is downward closed under CT, and is such that V o",r E M 3
a,, E M {1F}. Using the countability of M, the fact that the Re
and Se are increasing, and the fact that cofinality (K)>o, we
conclude by further simple manipulations that
V*c V* d 3 'r Vo0,T E M 3 a,3 E M Q,,(o,-,a,/3,c,d),
where
Q,7(aT,a,/3,c,d) 3 y c c V 8
d[R,(a, * a,y,8) V S,(a, * a,y,8)] A V y s c 3 8
' d[-i R,(o * ppy,8) A S,,(ao*,/3,y,8)].
Call a countable set M C R x-good if it contains x E R, is
closed under pairing, and is downward closed under CT. Think
of M as a real in some appropriate coding. Then, if
P(x,M) <4 M is x-good A V* c V* d 3 1q V oc,T E M 3 a,/3
E M Q,,(o-,Ta,,B,c,d),
P is in r and we have shown that V x 3 MP(x,M). By the uni-
formization property of r, let F: -1R be in A, such that, if
F(x) = MX, we have P(x,Mx). Put m(x) = {MY:y CT x A My is x-
good}. Then V x V* c V* d3 13 M EE m(x) vcr, E M 3 alp
E= MQ,(o,r,a,/P,c,d). Let 9 be the set of Turing degrees and
define, for each real x E R, a partial functionfx:9 X --) K by
letting
fx(c,d) = least
-q such that
3 M E m(x) V a, E M 3 a,,B E MQ,,(or,,a,/3,c,d).
Thus, V x V* c V* d[fx(c,d) exists].
Consider now the following game A*: 1 plays a (D xO and 2
plays x1 (D ,. Let x = xo (3 xi. Then 1 wins iff V* c V* d 3 y
' c V 8'd[Rfcd)(c,3,y,8) V Sfc,d)(a0,/3y,8)]. This is a game
in A, so it is determined. This will lead to a contradiction.
Say Vr is a winning strategy for 1 (the proof is similar in case
2 wins). Notice first the following fact, easily proved by con-
tradiction, using A determinacy,
V V 3 W 2T V V W' .TW V* C V*d[fw,(c,d) 2 fj(c,d)].
Find then w >T V such that V w' 2T W V* c V* d[fw'(cd) 2
fj(c,d)]. Consider then the strategy 0o for 1 in the original game
A given by uo * ,B = [V* (w ) ,B)]o, where z = (z)o ®) (z)1. Thus,
if in the game A*, 2 plays w ( P3, 1 answers by (co- * P) ( xO,
for some x0. Clearly, cO0 AT W. By the definition of f(c,d) and
using A determinacy and the countability of m(w), we have 3
M E m(w)V* cV* dV a,TE M 3 a,P3 E MQfW.(cd)(r>,,a,P.,cd),
so fix MO E m(w), witnessing this existential statement. Then,
Mo is w-good, so co E Mo. From the definition of Q, we then
have some P3o E Mo with V* c V* d V y c 3 c d[-
RfW.(cd)(CO * o,/o,y,8) A Sf,(cd)(0ro * fw,,8O, y, 8)]. Put aO =
a0 * PO. Then, for some x0, a0 Ej) xO with w i P3o is a run of the
game A* in which 1 follows a. Thus, if x = x0 ®) w, we have
V* c V* d 3 'y ' c V 8 ' d[Rf,(cd)(aopoy,8) V Sfx(cd)
(ao, 30,y, 8)]. Thus, we have a contradiction if we can show that
V* c V* d[fx(c,d) = f,(c,d)]. First, by the choice of w and the
fact that w CT X, we have that V* c V* d[fj(c,d) sfx(c,d)]. Now,
Mo is w-good and a,2 E Mo so that 0,x0x E Mo. Thus, Mo
is x-good. Since Mo E m(w), Mo = My for some y cTW T X and
thus Mo E m(x). By the choice of MO, then we have that V* c
V* d 3 M E= m(x) V osr E M 3 a,/3 E M Qff(c~d)(Ur>a,3,cd).
So, from the definition off, we have that V* c V* d[fX(c,d) '
fj(c,d)], which completes our proof.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to the above,
starting from the following representation of DM, sets (see ref.
4):
x EE A, * L[x] |= 9(X,U, ,Un),
where p is a formula and ul, u2, ... are the uniform indiscern-
ibles.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assume ZF + DC + V = L(R) and "Every Souslin set of reals
is determined." We will prove by induction on 4 E ORD that
every set inJe(R) is determined, where {Je(R): fE ORD} is the
Jensen hierarchy for L(R) (see ref. 3). Abbreviate this by Jf(R)
determinacy. So assumeJt(R) determinacy to prove Jf+l(R) de-
terminacy. Assume also that 3 A C R[A E J+i(R) - Je(R)].
We will need here the following concept from Steel (3): An
interval of ordinals [ where 1-q is called a I, gap if (i)
J,71(R) < 1 Jc(R), (ii) V 77' < J,7,(R) ,1 J,7(R), and (iii) V ' >;
Jc(R) ,J1 Jc(R), where M <nN means that M is a £,, elementary
substructure of N when only parameters from X U {R} are al-
lowed. In particular, M <C N <4 M <MN We also think of [oo,oo)
as a , gap, where c0 = least IR stable = least o such thatJ,(R)
<UL(R). By Steel (ref. 3, section 2.3) the Z1 gaps partition ORD.
So let [71, ] be the I, gap in which 4 belongs. We now consider
various cases. We assume throughout that 4> 1. (The case 4 =
1 is easily handled separately by the method of subcase 1. 1 be-
low.)
Case 1. 4: = i-i.e., 4 is the beginning of a gap. Let then A
C R be a set in J+f, (R), say A E H3[Jf(R)], for notational sim-
plicity. Then, for some p E 10 and some z0 E Jf(R), a E A <4
Jf(R) = V x0 3 x1 V x2 ((a,xo,x1,x2,zo). Since, according to Steel(ref. 3, section 1. 11), there is a partial 1[Jf(R)] map from R onto
Je(R), we have that, for some qi/ E Y., Xi E HIj, and 8(0 E R
a E A <4Jg(R) = V g3o 3 ,31 V ,B2 Vitl[fi(a, PO,3i, P2, 80)
A xi(a,Po, 3P,432,8o)].
(We adopt here and below the convention that ln or Hn formu-
las for n 2 0 are allowed to contain a constant for the set of reals
R.)
Let r be the point class of all sets of reals that are 11[Jf(lR)].
According to Steel (ref. 3, section 2.4), r has the scale prop-
erty, using Jf(R) determinacy. We consider now two subcases
on 4.
Subcase 1.1. Jf(R) is not admissible. Then, by Steel (ref. 3,
section 2.5), it follows immediately that A is in the class VR 39
vR r. But F is closed under continuous substitutions A, V, 3R
and has the scale property so by the second periodicity theorem
of Moschovakis (2), vR r has the scale property, granting r de-
terminacy, which is given to us by the fact that every r set is
Souslin.Applying second periodicity twice more, we conclude
that VR3 V r has the scale property, so A is Souslin thus de-
termined.
Subcase 1 .2.Jf(R) is admissible. Then, r is closed under con-
tinuous substitutions A, V, 3R, VR and has the scale property,
so in particular the prewellordering and uniformization prop-
erties. Thus, by theorem 2 and the fact that r determinacy holds,
we have thatV (r) determinacy holds for each n. But clearly A
C H (F), so A is determined.
Case 2. q C 4 < 4. Then, if A E Je+ (R) is not determined,
we have that Jc(R) = 3 X C R (X is not determined), so J,(R)
= 3 X C Ri (X is not determined). ButJ,,(R) determinacy holds,
so we get a contradiction.
Case 3. q < 4: = T. Let r be the point class of all sets of reals
Mathematics: Keehris and Woodin
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that are £1 over J,1(R) with only real parameters. Since Lq,{] is
a Zo gap, it follows immediately that r is closed under contin-
uous substitutions A, V, 3R, VR and has the scale property by
theorem 2.2. of Steel (3). Also, let n 2 1 be the least integer such
that there is a 1n[Je(R)] set of reals that is not in Je(R). Assume
also, toward a contradiction that there exists an undetermined
gameA EJe+l(R), say for notational simplicity, it is n+2[Je(R)].
Thus, for some q, E In, zo E Je(R), A(a,3) < Jf(R) = 3 x V
y /i(a,f3,x,y,zo). Since there is a partial map from R ontoJe(R),
which is Xn[Je(R)], we can transform this to A(a,f3) '* Jj(R)
= 3 y V 8 Vi[qij[(a,3,y,8,w) A x(a,P,y,8,w)], where at E
in) X! E [In, and w E J.(R).
Finally, since there is a E1 map from [co]<@ = {F C 4d: F is
finite} x R onto J4(R), we can put this in the form A(a,3) <X
Jf(R) t 3 y V 8 Vifl[4k(aP,y,8,8o,Fo) A X,(a,Py,,8oFo)]
where 8S E R and Fo E [a{]<'
Let us abbreviate
Re,F,(a,P,By,8) -OJC(Ri)
| VjibIk-i(afAy,8,8o,F') A x,(a,3,y,8,8o,F')],
for C' ' {, F' E [X{']'@. Since A is not determined, we have
as in Section 2 that V x 3 M{M is x-good A V* c V* d V a,r E
M3 aJ3E M [3 y:ScV s8 dRfFO(a,* a,y,8)A Vy c
3 8 ' d m R&FO(0 * P,y,8)]}. We now consider two subcases.
Subcase 3.1. The following holds:
V x 3 M {M is x-good A V* c V* d 3 <'K 3 F' E [o4']<w
V our E M 3 a,f3 E M[3 y s c V 8
' d R,F'(a,T * a,y,8) A V y . c 3 8
5 d m RrF(0o * ,P, y,8)]}.
Since the expression P(x,M) following V x 3 M is Z1[Je(R)]
with real parameters only and [7i,q] is a I1 gap, P is in r, so by
the uniformization property for F, we can find F: R -- R in A
such that, if F(x) = Mx, then P(x,Mx). Define m(x) as in Section
2. Then abbreviating by QuF(or, a,P,c,d), the expression fol-
lowing V r, E M 3 a,43 E M in the preceding formula, we have
V x V* d V* c 3 {' < f 3 F' E []w3 M E m(x) V o-,r E
M 3 a,3 E M QfF'(ora,P,c,d). Since , is a Z1 gap, we
also have V x V* c V* d 3 {' < r 3 F' E [4]<w3 M E m(x)
V orj E M 3 a,P3 E M QrF'(rTa,Pc,d). Now, letfj(c,d) =
least 6' < q 3 F' E [4]<w3 M E m(x) Va, E M 3 a,3E
M Qf,F'(or",a,f3,c,d), f (c,d) = the Kleene-Brouwer least F'
E= [wjfx(c,d)]` such that 3 M E m(x) V j, E M 3 a,(3 E M
Qncd),F (oTaPcd). Again, V* c V* d[f'(c,d) is defined], i
= 0,1. Consider now the game in which 1 plays a ( xO and 2
plays xl i (3 and, if x = xo i) xi, then 1 wins iff V* c V* d 3
Yy ' c V 8 - d RfnC,d),fl(C,d)(a4Y,y,8). This is a A game so it isdetermined since every set in F is Souslin and a contradiction
is obtained exactly as in Section 2.
Subcase 3.2. Subcase 3.1. fails. Then, find xO EE R such that,
for all xo-good M, we have 1V* c V* d 3 f' < 3 F' E [bg]`'
V o,T E M 3 a,4 E MQ,,F'(c,,a,,3,c,d). From the formula
preceding Subcase 3.1., it follows that we can find Mo, which
is xo-good, and (i) V* c V* d V o,T E MO 3 ac4 E MO QfFO(o,x,Ta,f3,c,d). Thus, also m V* c V* d 3 e' < g 3 F' E [W4']<'
V ay E MO 3 a,(3 E MO Qc,F'(ar,Ta,3,c,d). Since the
expression following m V* c V* d is I, overJf(R) with only real
parameters, it is in r. But we have determinacy of all r Turing
games, so we can conclude that (ii) V* c V* d V I' < fV F' E[we]< 3 o,T E MO V ac3 E MO QrF.(u7,Ta,P,c,d). From
i and ii, we find codo E 9 with V o1, E Mo 3 a,4 E MO
QeFJO(uTa,1pcd) and V e' < {V F' E [w ]` 3 or E MO V
ac3 E MO m QfF'(o,,aP,c,d). From this and the definition
of Qe,F', it follows that there is a E Jf(R) such that the En type
realized by a in Jf(R) is not realized in any Jf.(R), with A' < f
where for b EJ(R) the En type realized by b inJ,,(R) is {e9(v): e¶is En or H,, and Jf(R) I= a(b)}. In the terminology of Steel (3),
this means that [rq,4] is a weak £1 gap. So by theorem 3.7 of
Steel, we have that the point class £ of sets of reals that are
ZXjLe(R)] has the scale property and moreover, by theorem 3.8
of Steel, every set of reals that is Hn[Le(lR)] is in the class VR£.
So our undetermined set A is in 3R VR £. Since I is closed un-
der continuous substitutions A, V, 3R, two applications of sec-
ond periodicity lead to the conclusion thatA is Souslin, thus de-
termined, which is a contradiction, and the proof of Theorem
2 is complete.
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